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1. Who are we?
Gentus Health Systems is the result of the joint between Medical professionals and System
professionals. This joint has been creating systems since 1996. Since that time, the company's
directions where based on medical professional's knowledge always keeping in mind to develop a
unique medical system platform instead of a simple software.
Inside Gentus, the customer requests are analyzed by medical specialists, therefore they are able to
understand the physician's daily activities are held and all the requirements concerning to it. If you
have been in a frustrating situation of having to explain to a system analyst how your work goes,
particularities of a specialty and further details you will for sure understand the value of been
assisted by a professional that shares your business point of view and, beyond that, experiences the
same reality that you do.
Gentus uses the best available tools in the market to provide the best service through Microsoft a
partnership, the renowned software giant. All the software tools used by our company in our
products development and services present international acknowledgement in safety and quality.
But we are not satisfied, so we keep a continued improvement process searching for weak points
and the creation of new tools that aims towards to make our clients life even easier.
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2. The product: Medsoft
Medsoft® is the result of more than 15 years of medical systems development. All the development
was oriented by health professionals aiming to develop a medical system plataform instead of
simple software. The result of this innovative vision, focus on the customer (doctors of multiple
specialties covered by Medsoft specialized modules) and in it realistic needs, is a plataform that is
concerned with information security, the easiness and intuitive use and the complete management
of medical data and administrative information of any type of medical center.
Benefits
Ÿ Considerable time gain, without any loss in care quality, through the prescription and test order

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

assistant programs, checklists and lots of others resources created to decrease the time spent
with bureaucratic activities and maximize the quality of information passed to the patient. Also,
more time you will have to spend with the patient (speaking and hearing) and less for the patient
(filling forms, writing, looking for information, entering information, distributing tasks for the
staff, etc);
Fastness in the communication between the departments and employees inside the clinic, giving
a perception of unity and professionalism toward the patient care;
Standardization in the attendance process inside the medical center, even though respecting the
characteristics and particularities of each professional;
Safety for the medical professional and for the patient, regarding to the prescriptions with the
administration instructions complete and standardized, medical alerts obtained from the medical
history, consistent orientations and instructions to the patients, declarations and medical
certificates, authorizations, and consent terms all kept in the patient's electronic medical records;
Safety for the diagnose, helped by the electronic medical record, complete, 1-click accessible,
containing the medical history with tests, prescriptions, history forms, progress notes (SOAPs)
and personalized synopses, all organized chronological by dates of the patient visits to the clinic
and by clinical meaning, for example, ultrasound reports have their own folder, prescriptions
have their own folder and so on;
Billing for the Ansi format Electronic Claim standard used by health insurances, is created direct
from the system. The data used to generate these files is the same data created from the
attendance, by the physician, nurses and other users, without the need of rework or third party
work in retype the patient's data, improving performance and minimizing mistakes;
Learning Curve: users with a little ability in computers are able to work without any difficulty.
More experienced users are able to obtain performance and time gain when using MedSoft®.
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3. Support Modalities
SaaS (it comes from Software as a Service)
It is the modality of support that enables Medsoft customers continued and unrestricted support
across the features subscribed to. It means that if the client subscribes to the electronic medical
record feature, everything that is related with electronic medical records can be requested from the
Medsoft support team at no additional cost.
In this type of subscription, the only cost that the client will have is related to in loco support
requirements (when a technician from the Medsoft support team has to go to the location where
Medsoft is installed). In this situation, all transporting, lodging, meals and communication costs are
paid by the client.
The technical hours of a Medsoft technician are not charged during the first year. From the 13th
month, the client will be charged by transporting, lodging, meals and communication. Additionally
the client will pay for one technical hour for each hour the Medsoft Technician is working in loco.
Remote support will have no additional costs and the client can request whatever he/she wants to
his system, among the features and functions subscribed.
Business hours: very broad.
Experience Plus (it comes from XP Experience)
It is the same idea that Microsoft used when it created Windows XP.
Advantages: the price is a reduced percentage from the reference price of SaaS for a specific
specialty and the automation extension being quoted. Automation extension refers to what fields in
your business you want to control through Medsoft.
It is a support modality that grants the client the right to use Medsoft and the features already
native in Medsoft (it means, features that are the product of Medsoft experience) for a substantially
lower price than Medsoft SaaS.
Customization¹:
If the document models and scripts have already been created for another client, and they are not
intellectual property of other services² the client will be charged for technical hours used to adapt
the documents and scripts.
If features need to be created, the client will pay for analysis hours, creation, support,
implementation and training regarding the new features.
Business hours: it is restricted. Requests that are not in contract and emergencies will be charged
separately.
Technically there is no restriction in the support being provided.
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3. Support Modalities
Experience:
Advantages: the price is a reduced percentage from the reference price of SaaS for a specific
specialty and the extension of the automation being quoted.
Business hours: it is restricted. Requests that are not in contractual hours, even if they are about
features that have been contracted or an emergency, will be charged separately.
Restrictions are increased on the support provided; see the table.

Medsoft.Technical Support Modalities.Right and Restrictions do Medsoft®

Support By phone
Support By IM Chat
(MSN, Skype)
Support By E-mail
Development Hour
Restriction per Month
with No Additional Cost*
Restriction of Physician
Users
Restricted Patients
Appointment Restriction
Restricted Document
Models Imported from
Gentus
Price
Technical Hour
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SaaS

Experience+

Experience

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unlimited

12

2

Unlimited

20

5

Unlimited
Unlimited

Unlimited
Unlimited

Unlimited
Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

100%
0,00

50%
75,00

25%
125,00
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3. Support Modalities
¹Customization: see bellow definition
²Intelectual Property: some document templates and scripts were developed for some customers as part of
their intellectual property and cannot be distributed or shared to the public or competitors by written code
or by idea only. Therefore, in these cases, the customer needs to do a clear request for the code to be rewritten after a re-analysis.
³Technical hours worked beyond what is the limit of the customer will be charged separately and controlled
by cases in which Level of Service=Incident + Service Activities.
*There is no way to keep a bank of hours in a cumulative manner, that is, if hours are not used in one month,
they cannot be utilized in the next.
**Out of business hours; only emergency cases will be assisted.
·
Technical hours will be charged according to the skills of each professional and set in the Gentus CRM
Dynamics User Account.
·
One of Gentus’ slogan is to have clear negotiations. It means it is always worthy to make sure the
customer is conscious of all these when a contract is signed.
1.

User-level Customization
Definition: are customizations which the user or customer can implement.
Examples:
Enroll new tests
Enroll new product and drugs
Setup and maintenance of assistants for medical procedures, test orders and prescriptions
Basic changes on document templates (when purely text or formating), that means basic
changes in contents and form.
Organizer settings like work shifts and appointment duration
Organizer and MSExplorer visual settings like colores anf fonts.
2.
Technical Support-level Customization
Definition: are customizations which cannot be done by an ordinary user or customer.
Examples:
Setup billing categories and health insurances
Create document templates with fields
Setup medical lists for medical procedures, products and drugs, fees and ICD codes.
Setup invenory control
Setup electronic data colletion
Setup electronic inventory replacement system
Setup financial system with chart of accounts, cash registers, banks, credit cards
3.
Programming-level Customization (software development)
Reports
Business Intelligence
Scripts: code written specificaly to one customer to solve a specific need he or she has.
Creation of document templates more complex like:
with fields linked to database fields for further analysis or usage
with hyperlinks
with calculated fields
with images
Changes in the kernell files of Medsoft (main platform like .exe, .dll and .ocx files)
Development of new functionalities not yes existing and that will involve deep analysis
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4. Specialties
Day Hospital
Infertility Centers
Oncology
Plastic Surgery
Radiology Centers
OB-GYN
Gastrology
Pediatrics
Cardiology
Otorhinolaryngology
Dermatology
Urology
Mastology
Psychiatry
Nephrology
Rheumatology
Ophthalmology
Pulmonology
Immunology
Sonoteraphy
If you didn't find your speciality here, please contact us and we will customize our
system to adapt it to your need.
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5. Medsoft Corporative
1. Different Models for Deployment of Medsoft Corporative: Medsoft operates in depending on the needs
of each client in each service. Each one of these models can be seen below:
1. Medsoft Corporative Centralized: more than one BU operating in the same Medsoft database and
connecting remotely through remote access tools like Windows Terminal Server or LogMeIn. It is a totally online model. Medsoft.Corporative.Centralized Model.
2. Medsoft Corporative Decentralized: each BU has its own database and each BU regularly connects
to a Medsoft Corporative database (every day, every hour or every minute) and synchronizes the data in both
directions keeping both databases consistent. Medsoft.Corporative.Decentralized Model.
3. Medsoft Corporative Mixed: both models, Centralized and Decentralized, are indeed not mutually
exclusive as many scenarios may coexist in real life in which both models may be used to solve a specific
problem in a specific corporation. Medsoft.Corporative.Mixed Model.
2. Subscription: Each type of Medosft Corporative , is an add-on system that must be subscribed to
separately and is not included in any other Medsoft package.
3. Advantages of Medsoft Corporative:
1. Analysis and reports must be done separately or comparatively with all BUs.
2. Medical data may be residing in the same database in such a way that the professional may deal
with patient's data knowing that all activities are being recorded no matter in which BU the patient was
assisted.
4. Disadvantage of Medsoft Corporative:
1. Cost: each BU must assess if the benefits will overwhelm the cost to deploy Medsoft Corporative.
Contact Medsoft sales team to help you. Besides the deployment cost, you will be charged with maintenance
fees as well, better and more expensive internet connectivity channels and more efficient IT infrastructure.
2. Constant dependency of the internet when database is unique. If connectivity to internet has a
problem, access to data becomes impossible, putting the whole BU in standby.
5. Medsoft Corporative Database Architecture: Medsoft Corporative database is indeed a conventional
Medsoft database in which each record has a field to inform what BU it comes from. Medsoft Corporative
database is a database derived from Medsoft that was originally conceived to operate with a single BU where
every algorithm was designed without this extra parameter that informs the BU or technically known as
Medical Center. Every process in Medsoft (non-Corporative) was designed without considering a BU. This
means that situations controlling chart of accounts in which balances are tracked by database triggers and VB
scripts script functions liable of being accessible for assessment and edition by end users, must in Corporate
Medsoft consider in calculations for each BU for each type of financial/accounting entry. Medsoft has over
30,000 algorithms and 2/3 of them need to be treated regarding this corporate scenario in order to keep
consistent with non-Corporate Medsofts. See below for some examples in different Medsoft modules that
are treated in Corporate Medsoft because of this new field BU or MedicalCenter, so you will have a better
and clearer idea of the issues involved:
1. Users
1. Medsoft may identify which BU is active during a Medsoft session, or if the user is logging
in through Terminal Server (TS), in which Medsoft can't logically identify which BU will be the active one. In
this case, Medsoft will prompt the user to pick one BU to be set as the active one.
2. Billing Categories: price lists or health insurance plans must be considered separately in each BU
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5. Medsoft Corporative
3. Entities
1. Clients and Patients
1. When an e-mail is sent to a client or patient it is necessary to treat the default text
in the e-mail with data pointing to the correct BU.
2. When a patient or client is related to a given insuarance it is necessary to consider
the BU.
2. Companies
1. Suppliers
1. Corporate Medsoft treats all the suppliers as belonging to a specific BU or
to multiples BUs, now needing not only one unique field in the Companies table but also a relationship
system type many-to-many typing the classes of relationship to solve problem like when a supplier is treated
differently in different BUs.
3. Contacts: may or may not be necessary to treat differently in each BU but the feature must
exist.
4. Admissiona, Reception and Organizers
1. Electronic Data Collection
1. Each PDF template is adjusted for its specific BU
2. XML importing routines have to consider its BU
3. Java-scripts used by Medsoft to interact with Adobe API now have to consider BU
2. Organizers
1. Medsoft Corporative handles the possibility of one user having an organizer for
each BU or having the same organizer for multiple BUs, but treating the appointments independently. See
below in the topic Appointments.
2. Appointments: if the user needs to have an unique organizer across all the BUs to
simplify every-day work in dealing with a unique organizer, appointments are controlled by BU allowing that a
script adjustment could show in the organizer interface which BU the appointment is coming from. Even
more, Medsoft Corporative treats the relationship of each appointment with medical procedures linked to
each one of these appointments, besides resources control.
1. Medical Procedures: Medsoft Coporative treats several situations related
to medical procedures in the appointments:
1. Not every medical procedure can be realized in all BUs.
2. Each medical procedure needs to be tracked by the BU where it
will be performed, in the case the user makes the option for a unique organizer. If the option is for multiple
organizers, independent for each BU, Medsoft Corporative may track the BU by the organizer as it is related
to only one BU.
2. Resources: resources allocation must be tracked by BU in Medsoft
Corporative because each BU will have its own resources (human resource, room, equipment) and
sometimes they will be shared (surgical center, chemotherapy center, endoscopy equipment, physicians,
embryologists, nurses, anesthetists, semen collection room, among others).
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5. Medsoft Corporative
5. Electronic Medical Records
1. All activities in the medical records are typed to a BU in Medsoft Corporative for technical
reasons and for the requirements of health software certification in which the health information in the EHR
needs to be tracked by the location where it took place, was collected, entered the system and by whom it
was entered. Below, follow some scenarios which are treated by Medsoft Corporative:
1. Medical Attendance: in the folder MSExplorer/Attendances we can open an
attendance record that in many occasions is treated behind the scenes by other processes in Medsoft.
However, health software certification guidelines require attendances to keep track of where it happened,
when, who created it and who changed it.
2. Documents: in the same manner a document needs to be tracked just like an
attendance, so to speak, needs to have the new field BU.
3. Document Templates: some document templates like excuses, certificates,
prescriptions, and test orders have data like BU name, phone number and address. All these templates pull
out data regarding the active BU.
4. Structured data related to documents: Although documents in Medsoft support
very broad features, they present some restrictions that are inherent to the essence of any document in any
application. These restrictions are overwhelmed in Medsoft with add-on features like:
1. Order tests
2. Medicines prescribed with all their details like dosage control, scheduling,
check-in, active principles, inventory balance and others.
3. Assessments: may be found in MSExplorer/Electronic Medical
Records/Assessments, are customizable data structures which are independent of native tables in the
database and are typed in relationto its BU because of health software requirement guidelines.
6. Financial
1. Chart of Accounts: the whole chart of accounts with all its entries and its balance control
engine works now independently in each BU allowing also the control of integrated balances. For instance, a
unique Cash Register account than can integrate several other Cash Registers used for administrative
purposes. Medsoft chart of accounts (non-Corporative) has a very simple design that accepts only one chart
of accounts. Medsoft Corporative allows you to handle multiple charts of accounts that can be linked to
multiple BU allowing you to handle each BU independently or as part of the corporation.
1. Cash Accounts: all cash accounts now belong to a specific chart of independent
accounts and linked to its BU. uNumerous situations are treated in Medsoft Corporative to keep the
consistency and integrations of the corporative information.
2. Bank Accounts: the same way the cash accounts, bank accounts will receive the
same approach.
2. Balance Control: table Balances in Medsoft database is fed by many triggers that need now
to consider the field BU.
3. Invoices: working as a container for charges, the invoice is an entity in which the field BU is
essential to keep track of all the finances of each BU independently. Remember that in Medsoft, invoices are
polymorphic entities that can represent charges of medical attendance, multiple attendances of the same
patient and multiple attendances of multiple patients (batches or lots). Invoices are recordss intimately
related to its own BU. Patients may do treatments in different BUs and will need different and independent
invoices.
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5. Medsoft Corporative
4. Receivable Accounts: all the prevision control of financial activities of the type reveneus,
also called Receivable Accounts in Medsot GUI (Ghaphical User Interface) is now handled by BU in all its
entries and statements, payments, settlements and customized Actions besides the complete relationship
with invoices and sales bills.
5. Payable Accounts: all the prevision control of financial activities of the type expenses, also
known as, Payable Accounts in Medsoft GUI (Graphical User Interface) now receive the treatment for its own
BU in all their entries, statements, payments, settlements and customized Actions, as well the complete
integration it has with invoices coming from inventory entries, as an example.
7. Inventory Control: Medsoft Corporative controls the inventory and supplies of each BU
independently but can control also a centralized inventory in the Corporate BU.
1. Inward: all the inward inventory movements need to track BU field.
2. Outward: all the outward inventory movements need to track BU field.
3. Inter-unit and Intra-unit Transferences: new features like inter-BUs transferences are now
handled and old ones like intra-BU transferences are now treated to maintain the consistence with Medsoft
(non-Corporative)
4. Loans: same as above.
5. Returns: same as above.
6. Place of Storage: all in and outward inventory movements need to keep track of the
physical location of where each item of supply goes and comes from. Each storage place structure is now
linked to its own BU in Medsoft Corporative.
8. Electronic Quotation System:
1. The complete process of detection of out-of-stock product, quotation, orders and delivery
of supplies needs to be invariably treated by BU, as mentioned above in the section Inventory Control.
9. REPORTS:
1. BESIDES THE RESTRUCTURE, THERE IS A LARGE SEGMENT OF MEDSOFT CODES, SCRIPTS
AND DABASE LOGIC, MEDSOFT CORPORATIVE CONSIDER THE INDIVIDUALIZTION OF BU DATA BY EACH ONE
OF THE REPORTS USED IN NON-CORPORATE MEDSOFT WHICH WILL BE USED BY MANAGMENT OF THE
UNIT AND THE CORPORATION.
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5. Medsoft Corporative
Centralized
Model

Dependent
Bussiness
Unit 01

Dependent
Bussiness
Unit 02

Dependent
Bussiness
Unit 03

(On-line)

Dependent
Bussiness
Unit 04

(On-line)

Autonomous
Bussiness
Unit A

Autonomous
Bussiness
Unit B

(Ordinary
Sincronization)

Medsoft
Corporative

Decentralized
Model
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6. Contact us
E-mail: sales@gentus.com.br
Site: www.gentus.com.br
Phone: 770-291-0421
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